Computed near-field values of Poynting's vector and electric and magnetic field intensities for a linear dipole are displayed in a way that aids visualization of the radiation process. The fields are computed for time-harmonic excitation but are shown as a function of time to demonstrate the spatial ebb and flow of the fields around the dipole. By this means the distinction between near and radiation fields is made clearer and the shedding of energy by the dipole can be observed. 
INTRODUCTION
A concept of central importance in electromagnetics is that of energy radiation. In a mathematical context it is a phenomenon which is readily explained. Our understanding of radiation in a physical context is not as well established however, mostly because mathematical formulas are difficult to visualize in physical terms. This is especially true in the near field of a radiating source. Here the field behavior is more complex than in the far field, where it becomes locally plane-wave in nature. Consequently, we have at best an illformed picture of the radiation and energy flow around even a simple dipole.
In this paper we present some results in an attempt to clarify the physical picture of radiation around a dipole and provide a more interpretable perspective of the radiation process. Such a clarification might particularly be helpful to students of field theory. This is done using computer graphics to display the field quantities in enough detail that the observer can relate mathematical description to physical behavior which, though inaccessible to our senses, is nonetheless real. We present near-field plots of Poynting's vector and electric and magnetic field intensities, all computed for a half-wave, thin wire excited as a radiator or as a scatterer.
The fields are obtained from a moment-method solution for time-harmonic excitation but are displayed as a function of time to demonstrate the spatial ebb and flow of the fields in the region near the wire. This means of display more clearly shows the distinction between the near and far fields while also demonstrating the shedding of energy by the wire.
In the next section we describe the numerical procedure we used. Then, in Section III, we discuss the field quantities computed and the manner of their presentation, after which the numerical results are given in Section IV. Finally, a concluding discussion follows in Section V, including some other suggestions for field visualization.
NUMERICAL PROCEDURE
For purposes of illustration, we felt that the simplest realistic geometry with a readily attainable numerical solution should be used. Results obtained would thus be both reasonably understandable and representative of physical reality (as opposed, for example, to results from an assumed current source that satisfies no boundary conditions). Consequently, we have chosen to calculate fields around a straight wire of length L and radius a with values in wavelengths of 0.5 and 0.001 respectively.
The solution for the field quantities was developed from a moment-method treatment of the thin-wire approximation to the electric-field integral equation [1] using an early version of NEC (Numerical Electromagnetics Code) [2] . Subsectional collocation with a three-term basis function (constant, sine, cosine) and delta-function weights is used together with an interpolation procedure to reduce the number of unknowns to the number of subsections (segments). Computations were performed using a wire model having 21 segments or unknowns. An odd number of segments is best suited in the context of modeling an antenna using NEC where the excitation is applied at a segment center, while 21 segments had been found reasonably converged for a half-wave wire. Antenna results were obtained for excitation at the wire's center by a voltage source and for scattering for excitation by a broadside-incident plane wave. The current solution thus obtained satisfies (approximately) the given boundary conditions and therefore represents an essentially self-consistent solution of Maxwell's equations. Other quantities of interest, such as the near and far electric and magnetic fields can be computed in a straightforward way from this current. Further details of this aspect of the computation are given below.
METHOD OF PRESENTATION
Although the computation is done for time-harmonic excitation, the fields will be shown as functions of time. This can be done because removal of both the time factor e iωt and complex notation does not irretrievably obscure the true time-varying nature of the quantities so described. Complex notation and time factorization merely render that variation implicit rather than explicit.
Thus, the instantaneous value of a given quantity f can be expressed as
where F R (ω ) and F I (ω) are the quantity's real and imaginary (or in-phase and quadrature) components at the frequency ω. An equally valid result is obtained if the instantaneous values are obtained from the imaginary part of the quantity in braces in Eq. (1) so long as this is done consistently.
The quantities of interest to us are the electric and magnetic fields e(r,t) and h(r,t) and Poynting's vector s(r,t), where r is the point in space where these quantities are being observed. Therefore we use e(r,t) = Re{[E R (r,ω) + iE I (r,ω)]e iωt }, 
Here, s is given by the cross product of the instantaneous electric and magnetic fields and not by the real part of their complex cross product. Therefore, a time variation at a rate twice the frequency of the individual fields occurs in s.
Because we are studying a straight wire, the fields will depend only on the ρ and z coordinates in a cylindrical coordinate system having its z axis on the wire. Furthermore, the only nonzero field components to result are e The quantity A is a suitably chosen scaling factor and |f| max is the largest value of |f| encountered in the area. This scaling preserves the correct directional character of f but condenses its dynamic range. In the plots that follow, we show |f'| vectors for e and s in the range 0.1A to A, thus covering ten decades in amplitude, and employ a dot to show values of |f'| less than 0.1. A similar scaling was used for the symbols representing h.
GRAPHIC RESULTS
The near fields for the radiation case were obtained on a Cartesian grid of 1600 points equally spaced over an area 2L x 2L at 5-deg time increments. 3 Referring next to Fig. 2 , we observe that the electric field vectors form lines that either terminate on the wire or close on themselves, forming loops. This process of closure is initiated by and centered on the source region for this particular case, and occurs as the applied voltage changes sign (see Fig. 1b and 1c ). This sign change in the applied voltage results in a corresponding sign change in the induced field to keep the total tangential field zero at the feedpoint. The field lines move away from the wire in loops of increasing size until a boundary develops between these closed loops which curve outward and those field lines closer in which curve toward the wire. The closure of the electric-field lines is evidently associated with radiation as a "shedding" of electric field lines by the wire. Since a single oscillating charge also produces a raiation field, it's clear that field closure is not a requirement for radiation to occur. However, for a perfect conductor on which charge neutrality is maintained, it appears that field-line shedding accompanies radiation.
The magnetic field results presented in Fig. 3 clearly show the outward progression that occurs with advancing time. A null separating the oppositely directed portions of the field is particularly noticeable. The nature of the current distribution on the wire and the phase reversal that occurs in the near field when the current changes sign are also distinctly shown.
Generally however, the magnetic field is not as varied in structure as the electric field, evidently because of the true vector nature of the latter compared with the former having only a phi component.
same instants of time as the electric and magnetic fields in the respective parts of Figs. 2 and 3. In Fig. 4a the energy flow is strongest near the wire, along which the flow is nearly parallel, and in a roughly "figure-eight" pattern, in which the flow is nearly perpendicular to the wire. As time advances (Figs. 4b through f) , the flow along the wire becomes more parallel to it and suddenly reverses direction as the current flow reverses (Figs. 4c and d) . developing from the wire ends and center. Along the wire, the flow from the ends toward the source is beginning to reverse, the reversal progressing outward from the center. The flow pattern then repeats, with the flow in Fig. 4f developing into that shown in Fig. 4a , since the Poynting-vector behavior is identical on each half cycle. It is interesting to see that flow from the center toward the ends is rather slowly established and builds in strength as the current increases, passes its maximum, and subsides. Flow from the ends toward the center, by contrast, is abruptly established as the current passes through zero and reverses direction. The energy that eventually leaves the wire appears first to originate from the center, beginning with the current reversal, at which time the end-reflected energy also contributes to the radiation.
Poynting-vector results for the scattering case are shown in Fig. 5 . Here we can see the periodic flow in the incident plane wave and the perturbation caused by the wire as it scatters the energy it collects. Perhaps most interesting is the large region over which the plane-wave flow pattern is affected by the wire, showing that the wire can collect energy from a crosssectional area larger than its physical size.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have tried here to depict some radiation and scattering phenomena in a way that is more visually interpretable. Though the results presented are for a simple object, a straight wire subject to time-harmonic excitation as an antenna or scatterer, they clearly demonstrate the significant physical behavior involved. In particular, the value of displaying frequencydomain fields in a time-varying format rather than in a more conventional one (e.g., amplitude-phase, polarization ellipse, time average, etc.) stems from the more detailed and complete way in which an inherently dynamic process can be shown. Computer-graphic presentation of other comparably basic physical phenomena could be equally useful, especially for teaching purposes. The results presented here only hint at what might be done in terms of problem type and data format.
One difficulty that arises in displaying results made available by increasingly complex computational EM models is the sheer volume of data that they can produce. This presents a challenge not only concerning the most efficient and effective way to display the data but in how an observer is most likely to interpret that display. movies have come to be expected as a regular feature of most meetings now, and in many cases the "movie" is produced in real time on a computer used by the presenter or alternatively reconstructed using stored images.
In spite of their obvious attractions, movies can be inconvenient at times. As an alternative, we have used the data shown in Fig. 4 (and the many intermediate frames not shown here as well) to generate an integral hologram [3] . This consists of a series of 1080 line holograms on the surface of a circular cylinder, giving a multi-color image when viewed in white light.
Rotation of the hologram in either direction shows the effect of advancing or retarding time, and it can be stopped at any point to examine particular frames more closely.
Presentation formats like these can serve as especially effective teaching aids for the abstract concepts encountered in electromagnetics. There are now examples of using visualization in electromagnetics too numerous to mention in a specialized article like this, but it's worth citing a few representative ones that themselves contain further references. One of the most prolific projects with a focus on using visualization in electromagnetics originated as CAEME (Computer Applications in ElectroMagnetic Education). It has since broadened to CAEE (Computer Applications in Engineering Education), publishing yearly collections of computer programs and a journal [4] . Numerous examples of visualizing electromagnetic phenomena may be found in a brief, representative selection of articles published in the AP-S Magazine [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Additional examples of recent graphics applications are described in some articles by one of the authors and his colleagues [11] [12] [13] . Some internet sites feature electromagnetic visualization--http://maxwell.ucdavis.edu/~electro/radiation/dipole.html: an extensive variety of visualization examples including movies based on the Lienard-Wiechert potentials.
http://www.physics.cornell.edu/p214_spring99/anim3.htm: animation of electromagnetic wave propagation and dipole radiation.
http://home.iae.nl/users/bergervo/gouy/dipole.html: pseudo-color movies of the near fields and Poynting's vector for a half-wave dipole.
Finally, a diskette of programs that display various field solutions including radiation from charges undergoing various kinds of acceleration based on the field-kink model [14] [15] [16] is available for the Macintosh computer.
